Ability Unlimited can assist with assistive technology,
environmental modification and specialty DME items, for those
on the CCC+ Waiver or the DD Waiver.

Ability Unlimited is contracted directly with DMAS and
directly with all six of the CCC Plus MCOs.
Ability Unlimited is a provider for the ENTIRE state of
Virginia.
Do you know where to find providers of assistive technology
and environmental modifications?
Click here to see all the links for providers available to you
The “free choice of provider” provision - 42 CFR § 431.51

Contact Ability Unlimited or speak with your MCO Care Coordinator or Support Coordinator
for your DD Waiver and we can work together in processing your request.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE
GOT QUESTIONS?
Have a question you want to ask about
assistive technology or environmental
modifications?
Click Below and join our discussion group on
Facebook.
Discussion Group for Ability Unlimited

ACCESSIBLE EASTER EGG HUNT
Accessibility challenges:
1. Wheelchairs & walkers: Difficult to
navigate grassy terrain, and
often can’t easily bend down and pick
up eggs.
2. Blind or low vision: Can’t
locate eggs in a traditional Easter egg
hunt.
3. Sensory challenges: Traditional
Easter activities be overwhelming due
to the noise and crowds.
4. Gross motor & cognitive
delays: Very hard to keep up with
typically abled kids during an Easter
egg hunt.
5. Fine motor challenges: Balancing an
egg on a wire dipper and gently
placing the egg in dye requires finesse
and coordination.
6. Egg allergies: Risky to dye real hard
boiled eggs.

ABILITY UNLIMITED IS NOW
OFFERING A PRIVATE PAY
OPTION TO CLIENTS
Your therapy team and primary physician
have recommended a device or modification
for you?
You don't' have Medicaid or your primary
insurance does not cover the cost of
Assistive Technology or Environmental
Modifications?
Ability Unlimited can accept private pay
direct to us through PayPal Me.
Contact Ability Unlimited to discuss this
option

Click here to fine solutions to tackle
these Challenges

ALL IN ONE DEVICE VIA PRIVATE
PAY
Many items can be deemed "not medically
necessary" by insurance companies and
they wont cover the costs. However, these
may still be considered medically necessary
to your medical team and family.
How many of you have possibly had
problems getting the basic iPad with
applications directly related to delays,
disorders and functionality for you loved one
with a recommendation from their therapist
and would like to have an option that you
would be willing to pay out of pocket for? An all - in - one option for direct purchase,
under $1000?
An Example of this would be, an AAC
Application (recommended by your SLP)
installed on an iPad with accessories such as
a drop proof case and a wheelchair mount.
Another Example would be Applications for
Anxiety Disorder installed on an iPad with
accessories such as a drop proof case and
cross body strap.
Third Example would be Applications for
Autism related issues installed on an iPad
with accessories such as a drop proof case
and cross body strap.
Contact us about this option

RESIDENTIAL RAMP OPTIONS
If you don't like the all aluminum modular
ramps, or maybe you don't care for the all
wood ramp?
There are many options for residential
wheelchairs ramps; from wooden ramps,
aluminum ramps and even a hybrid ramp!
These ramps do not require a permit for
installation because there are no permanent
changes to your property, so if you move it
can easily be relocated along with you.
Contact us about options.

Contact Us
If you need to contact your Care
Representative - you can reach them directly
by calling or emailing them.
Click the link below to see our contact
information.
Contact Ability Unlimited Team

Ability Unlimited
Front Royal, VA
FOLLOW US




